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Yamaha
XS650-CLASSICS 
REMEMBERED

  As 1970 drew near, it was 
unclear which way the motorcycle 
market would go. At that time it 
was really defined by Britain’s 
parallel twins, which had 
achieved strong sales in the US 
after WW II by being lighter, 
nimbler, and faster than fat-
tired traditional American bikes. 
Yamaha and Suzuki had carved 
out substantial two-stroke 
market niches because their 
bikes were fast. Kawasaki spies 
had reported Honda’s development 
of the CB750 Four, due to hit 
showrooms in 1969. But would 
it catch on? Would it be too 
expensive to sell, like the fast 
and much-admired Vincent only 15 
years before?
Kawasaki, Honda, and Yamaha 
c o v e re d  t h eir  b e t s  wit h 
respectively the very BSA-like 
W-2, the short-stroke, high-
revving CB450 twin, and the 
SOHC XS-650 – all of them air-
cooled four-stroke parallel 
twins. Kawasaki’s W2 was just a 
development of an older Meguro 
and was eclipsed in showrooms by 
their two-strokes – first the 
disc-valved 350 A7 and then in 
1969 by the bombshell H1, a 500-
cc Triple.
Which of these many ways would 
the public go? No one knew. Many 
products of this time are now 
hard to explain. Why did Suzuki 
build their “What is it?” bike 
– the water-cooled 750 two-
stroke Triple? A few were sold 

but its qualities never defined 
a market, and it has now become 
a cult machine. Just as the 
1970s were beginning, the British 
industry gave a mighty heave 
to bring forth the (now) much-
loved but overweight and under-
performing Triumph and BSA 
Triples. British decline became 
steep in 1972 and they quickly 
became irrelevant to the market. 
What kind of bike would fill the 
vacuum?
Surely Yamaha engineers knew 
the two-stroke’s days on public 
thoroughfares were drawing to a 
close. Time to get started along 
the new four-stroke path, while 
selling all the light, inexpensive 
two-stroke sport twins the 
market would accept.
Yamaha had collaborated with 
Toyota (as many times since) to 
produce the M-engine of the 1965 
2000GT sports car (which starred 
in the James Bond film “You 
Only Live Twice”). Fine, let’s 
apply the paid-for R&D behind 
that engine as a starting-point. 
Trimming the 75 x 75-mm bore and 
stroke to 75 x 74 gave a 653.8-
cc Twin. The Toyota had DOHC but 
let’s keep costs down by using a 
single cam. An automotive-style 
oil system would be required 
for a plain-bearing engine, so 
since Yamaha already had built-
up rolling-bearing cranks in 
production, that’s what XS-
650 got (rolling bearings are 
happiest on just a few drops of 
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oil per minute).
Ironically, the transition from 
the Expensive Old Way to build 
motorcycles – all pressed-
together rolling-bearing cranks 
and rods – to the Efficient 
Automotive Way, with its plain 
bearings, high-pressure oiling, 
rugged one-piece cranks and 
split-and-bolted con-rods, began 
with Edward Turner’s Triumph 
Speed Twin of 1937. Turner’s 
adoption of split-and-bolted 
forged aluminum rods (with the 
soft metal running directly 
on the crankpins) showed that 
thoughtful cost control could 
bring to the marketplace features 
previously deemed too expensive 
– in this case, two cylinders 
rather than one.
So it shouldn’t surprise us to 
find these “mixed-concept” 
engines of around 1970 a bit 
confusing.
Yamaha in its XS-650 did upgrade 
the parallel twin concept – 
by adopting SOHC in place of 
pushrods and rockers, and 
by properly supporting the 
crankshaft with four main 
bearings – two of them between 
the cylinders. The more power 
Britain squeezed fro m its 
traditional twins, the more their 
flexy two-bearing 360-degree 
cranks became jump-ropes at 
peak rpm. Like a British twin, 
the XS’s two pistons rose and 
fell together, giving the even-
firing traditional flat exhaust 

cc Z1 of 1973, opening the way 
to the present liter-bike era. 
The moment big fours appeared, 
the British twin concept became 
unimportant.

Yet the XS-650 did have an 
accomplishment. Kenny Roberts 
was AMA GNC #1 in 1973 and 
‘74 on an XS-650-powered 
dirt-tracker built by the late 
Shel Thuett, but that solid 
achievement is eclipsed in legend 
by Kenny’s famous win on a two-
stroke TZ750-powered ‘tracker 
in the 1975 Indianapolis Mile.
It may be that just as Norton’s 
Manx road racers consumed 

R&D that could have gone into 
refining its export twins, so 
Yamaha’s 1970s road racing 
dominance may have absorbed 
resources that could have 
developed more ambitious mass-
market production four-strokes. 
Yamaha’s four-strokes in the 
period 1970 - 1985 lacked focus 
and identity until the Next Big 
Trend – sportbikes – emerged 
in 1983-1986.
This wasn’t really Yamaha’s 
f a ult .  T his  w a s  a  ti m e 
o f  tra n sitio n ,  in  w hic h 
manufacturers tried with limited 
success to combine higher-tech 
engines with chassis of the 
1960s. Not surprisingly, results 
were spotty. Think of Yamaha’s 
XS-1100 – a giant two-valve air-
cooled four in a traditional 
bicycle tubing chassis, with 
shaft drive. Too cumbersome for 
sport (600 pounds!), not calm 
enough for touring, it puts us 
in mind of the Suzuki Rotary 
– a motorcycle without clear 
identity.
Only when lighter four-stroke 
engines were combined with the 
tire, suspension, and chassis 
developments that two-stroke 
racing had forced into being 
could a new fusion appear. The 
new wave of the 1980s would 
include Yamaha FZs, Suzuki’s 
GSX-Rs, Honda’s Interceptors, 
and Kawasaki’s Ninjas.

drone.
The resulting bike had something 
of the RD350’s perky, GK Design 
styling but was nothing to write 
home about. Some have attributed 
XS handling problems to “a 
light two-stroke frame” but in 
fact Yamaha’s two-stroke chassis 
had to be quite substantial to 
survive the vibration.

Defining the coming era of high-
power four-strokes were, first, 
Honda’s CB750 of 1969, bringing 
four cylinders and overhead cam 
to a wide market by application 
of cost-saving automotive engine 
design, and then Kawasaki’s 903-
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Slatin MotoGear EZ-1 SuperFabric 
Mesh Jacket - GEAR EVALUATION
Safely keeping your cool on those 
blazing-hot rides

This jacket is a combination of high-quality materials, excellent crash-
protection features, and good ventilation capabilities topped off by an 
exceptionally affordable price.

ny time the thermometer starts 
edging up to triple digits, a 
common temptation is to ride in a 
T-shirt with no jacket at all. Bad 
idea. Very bad idea. Even a minor 
get-off can leave you with the 
kinds of mementos you’ll never 
forget. The smart move is to 
wear a jacket designed to provide 
as much crash protection as a 
conventional riding jacket while 
also preventing you from being 
fricasseed in scorching weather.
Slatin MotoGear’s solution is its 
EZ-1 SuperFabric Mesh Jacket. It 
combines 600-Denier outer shell 
construction with high-airflow 
ballistic mesh paneling on the 
front, back, and sleeves. Impact 
protection at the shoulders, 
elbows, and forearms is via tough-
as-nails, abrasion-resistant 
SuperFabric over CE-approved 
Level 1 removable armor, all 
complemented by a Level 2 back 
protector. A gossamer-thin, zip-

out Reissa liner is claimed to be 
both wind- and waterproof.
I wore the EZ-1 on several 
rides aboard an unfaired bike 
in temperatures at or above the 
century mark and found that the 
jacket allowed plenty of onrushing 
air to enter and exit through the 
mesh panels. Naturally, the result 
was not even remotely comparable 
to air conditioning, but the 
circulation of air throughout the 
interior made riding in blistering 
temps much more tolerable. I also 
spent equal time in comparable 
weather on a couple of sport-
to u rers—o n e  with  a  tid y, 
sportbike-like fairing and the 
other fully faired. Obviously, the 
level of ventilation on both was 
reduced—less so on the former 
than the latter—but the EZ-1 
nonetheless provided a bit of 
welcome relief from the sweltering 
heat.
Southern California hasn’t seen 
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rain in months, preventing us from 
properly testing the waterproof 
aspect of the Reissa liner. We 
did, however, zip it in place when 
riding in mid-50-degree weather 
at higher altitudes and were 
impressed at how well it blocked 
the wind. The liner is a mere 
.008-inch thick and folds up into 
a rectangle slightly larger than a 
cell phone, so it’s easy to carry 
along.

Here’s an important caveat, 
however: When riding in very 
hot weather wearing a ventilated 
jacket, you need to stay hydrated. 
The constant flow of hot air 
around your upper body might help 
keep you more comfortable, but it 
also can cause sweat to evaporate 
at a much higher rate than usual, 
and that can lead to dehydration. 
Either carry water or a legitimate 

PRICE: $159.00
UPS
* Generous sleeve length
* Ultra-soft microsuede collar
* Available in nine colors
DOWNS
* Bulky sleeve closures
* Back protector not comfortably 
contoured

Slatin MotoGear's EZ-1 SuperFabric Mesh Jacket offers a lot of cool for not a 
lot of money.

r e h y d r a ti n g 
sports  drin k 
with you on the 
ride or stop 
occasionally to 
buy one along 
the way.

It’s no accident 
that the EZ-
1’s MSRP is a 
s u r p risin gly 
low $159. The 
c o m p a n y ’s 
owner, Richard 
S l a t i n , 
personally works 
directly with 
t h e  f a c t o r y 
t o  c o n t r o l 
t h e  d e sig n , 
p r o d u c ti o n , 
a n d  q u alit y 
of his entire 
line of riding 
gear, and he 

then sells the products himself 
rather than through a third-
party distributor—a classic 
case of eliminating the middle 
man. Slatin also has deliberately 
sized his jackets a bit on the 
large side to fit what he calls 
a “more mature” rider who is 
likely to have slightly greater 
“circumferential dimensions” 
than a typical younger rider.
Whether that proves to be a 
wise move or a regrettable one 
remains to be seen. But in a 
market that already serves up a 
fair number of hot-weather riding 
jackets, the EZ-1 SuperFabric 
Mesh is a legitimate player. 
With its combination of high-
quality materials, excellent crash-
protection 
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Rolling Isn’t That Simple
When you take an assembled ball 
bearing (inner and outer races, 
balls, and ball separator) in 
your hands it has a satisfying 
“rightness” about it. Made 
of hard steel, it’s precise and 
smooth-running. If you spin a 
clean, dry bearing, it spins a long 
time. The ideal contact between a 
ball and a surface having a larger 
radius of curvature is a point. It 
just seems right that rolling point 
contact should have low friction.
Yet we know that Enzo Ferrari 
in the early 1950s ordered two 
V-12 engines to be built – one 
with an all rolling bearing crank, 
the other with plain journal 
bearings. In this experiment and 
in similar comparison tests made 
by Junior Johnson with NASCAR 
V8s, plain journal bearings were 
found to generate no more friction 
than rolling bearings, and to be 
far superior in load capacity, 
durability, and low weight.
Why? One way to look at this 
is to understand how motorcycle 
tires roll. If you measure the 
circumference (distance around) of 
a motorcycle tire in the center of 
its tread, you get a bigger number 
than if you measure circumference 
around the right or left shoulders 

of the tire. One result of this is 
that leaned over in a turn (running 
on the tire shoulder) you will see 
a higher number on the tach than 
when you are upright at the same 
actual speed.
Another result is that because the 
tire flattens against the pavement 
from the weight of bike, fuel, and 
rider, you will get a different 
circumference if you measure 
around the center of the tire or 
around the right or left edges 
of the tire’s footprint. This is 
because the tire’s profile is not 
flat, like that of a car tire, 
but is curved. Thus, the center 
of the footprint rolls forward 
slightly farther than do its right 
and left edges; how can this be? 
The tread rubber, being quite 
elastic, stretches enough to allow 
this to happen. The center of the 
footprint does try to roll farther 
than the right and left footprint 
edges, and there is probably some 
friction as these slightly deformed 
parts of the footprint lift up off 
the pavement at the rear of the 
footprint.
Now extend this reasoning to the 
balls in a ball bearing. Like a 
tire, under load, steel balls 
flatten slightly against their 

inner and outer races. At the 
same time, the races are slightly, 
elastically indented by the pressure 
of the ball rolling against them. 
This produces a “footprint” just 
as a loaded tire does. And just as 
in the case of a tire, the center 
of the ball’s “footprint” tries to 
roll forward slightly farther than 
do the right and left edges of the 
footprint. But because steel balls 
are much more rigid than tires are, 
the only way this difference in the 
distance rolled for each turn of 
the ball can be achieved is by very 
slight slippage in the footprint.
The pressure between ball and race 
can be high enough to put it into 
the realm of ‘elastohydrodynamics’ 
– the zone of high pressure in 
which the viscosity of lubricants 
increases sharply. That produces 
some friction, but most friction 
in rolling bearings surely results 
from over-lubrication, forcing balls 
and rollers to squish through thick 
layers of lubricant that take some 
power to squeegee ahead of the 
rolling elements. Think of this as 
going running in the surf. That is 
indicated by the very low friction 
achieved in the 13,000-hp reduction 
gearing in Pratt & Whitney’s new 
GTF or Geared Turbo Fan engines. 

By being very careful to supply 
just enough lubricant to carry 
away heat, and pumping it away 
effectively they achieved a claimed 
99.3% efficiency for the unit.
A further source of friction in 
rolling bearings is the shearing of 
oil films between rolling elements 
and their separator or cage. 
Eliminate the separator, then? No, 
because when one ball or roller 
rubs on the one ahead of it, the 
rubbing takes place at double 
speed.
Bottom line? Short of magnetically-
levitated crankshafts rotating 
in high-vacuum crankcases, the 
support of rotating parts produces 
friction.



How Engine 
Qualities 
Define How 
We Ride
When in 1982 Freddie Spencer and 
the two-stroke 3-cylinder Honda NS3 
500 GP bike took on the heavier, 
more powerful 4-cylinder bikes from 
Yamaha and Suzuki, the only way 
not to be left for dead on the 
straights was to move the Triple’s 
limited high torque range (just 
1200-rpm wide) to the top-end, 
leaving the mid-range too weak to 
keep up in acceleration.
T h e  s olu tio n  w a s  t o  m a k e 
acceleration less necessary by 
not slowing down so much for the 
corners; in other words, to ride 
a corner-speed style. So that’s 
what Freddie did, becoming world 
champion in 1983. He was able to 
get away with the harder tire use 
of high corner speed because his 
bike was lighter and its powerband 
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less abusive than those of his 
rivals.
Early in the development of 
Ducati’s “Ottovalvole” V-twin 
Superbikes (the several years after 
1987) they were still using the 
very long cam timing that designer 

Massimo Bordi 
had initially 
t h o u g h t 
n ecessary. 
The result 
w a s  a 
p o w e r b a n d 
w e a k  i n 
mid -ra n ge, 
c o m p ellin g 
r i d e r 
Pierfrancesco 
C h i l i  t o 
“ d e -
emphasize” 
acceleration 
by riding a 

corner-speed style.
Later, Ducatis became known for 
strong acceleration, as engine 
variables were shifted to achieve 
it (shorter valve timing, more 
compression). But when 50-mm intake 
restrictors were required in 2013 
for their new 1199 ‘Panigale’, the 
normal remedy had to be applied; 
the path to power is to leave a 
restricted flow path open longer 
(longer cam timings, just as in 
NASCAR restrictor engines), again 
weakening the mid-range. Riders now 
complained that Panigale’s power 
was all up high – again.

Sometimes there just aren’t enough 
revs in the engine for what you 
need to do. Turning left in a 
first-gear corner, the shift pedal 
is nearly on the pavement. As you 
accelerate, your engine reaches 
red-line, so you’d like to shift. 
But you can’t. Do you just go slow 
to save the engine from high revs? 
Or do you just hold it stuttering 
on the limiter until you’ve lifted 
up enough to reach the pedal and 
shift? Should you re-gear, either 
to lower the revs in first or be 
in the engine’s pulling range in 
second? Back in the 1950s the 
Italian two-valve MV-4s had only 
300 safe revs above the power peak 
before the valves floated, making 
this kind of overrevving a serious 
issue. When Honda were developing 
their 250-fours starting in 1959, 
Japan’s biggest race took place 
on a cinder surface that made 
spinning and overrevving almost 
certain. What that company did 
was to give riders more freedom 
(how can you race if your eyes 
are glued to the tach?)by adopting 
four smaller, easier-to-control 
valves per cylinder instead of two 
larger ones, and then to engineer 
2000 safe revs above the engine’s 
power peak. In the two-stroke era, 
overrev was provided by retarding 
the ignition spark above the power 
peak, thereby dumping more heat 
into the exhaust pipes. This, by 
raising the speed of sound in the 
pipes, caused them to resonate at 
increased rpm, making overrevving 
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practicable.
Another power problem is having to 
ride through a region of steeply-
rising torque; if you aren’t quick 
enough in rolling off throttle 
as torque rises abruptly, you 
can easily lose tire grip and tip 
over. It’s easy to gain several 
horsepower over stock on a liter-
bike by shifting the timings of 
stock cams to increase valve 
overlap – retarding the exhaust 
cam and advancing the intake. This 
boosts power because it widens the 
“window” through which exhaust 
pipe wave action can start the 
intake process early. But doing so 
also creates a loss at lower revs, 
where exhaust pipe waves have a 
reverse effect, reducing torque 
instead of boosting it. This region 
of reduced torque is “the dreaded 
flat-spot”.
As you accelerate across such a 
powerband, you climb out of the 
flat-spot straight onto the steep 
climb to peak power – so steep 
that human reflexes often fail to 
keep up. Too much sudden torque 
reaches the back tire, it breaks 
loose, and the laws of physics 
have their way with us. In the end, 
a better compromise is to give up 
those few extra hp by adopting 
cam timings that give a “less 
exciting” torque curve.
Engine power can also interfere 
with going forward by being 
rough. Especially in two-stroke 
engines, when you begin to open 
the throttle from zero, there is 
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very little fresh charge in the 
cylinder, poorly mixed with a lot 
of exhaust left over from the 
last cycle. When the spark passes 
through exhaust gas, there is a 
misfire. As another cycle takes 
place, more fresh charge is taken 
in – perhaps enough to make the 
engine fire this time. The result 
is hit-and-miss firing, and torque 
sent to the rear wheel becomes 
a series of irregular, possibly 
traction-breaking yanks.
Back in the two-stroke era, 
riders quickly found that trying 
to feed such irregular torque 
when leaned far over in a turn 
was a recipe for traction loss. 
So they delayed applying throttle 
until the bike was more upright 
so that the tire, relieved of 
some of its cornering load, could 
handle the yanking. This favored 
the riding style of braking late, 
turning abruptly, and lifting the 
bike up to give it the traction 
needed to handle such rough 
engine torque.
This same syndrome also affects 
four-strokes with large bores and 
short strokes, for at idle and 
low throttle, it’s easy for fresh 
charge and left-over exhaust 
to mix imperfectly, forming 
rich and lean zones (in engines 
with smaller bores and longer 
strokes, it’s easier for charge 
motion above the piston to mix 
everything together – making 
ignition more likely). Again, the 
result is rough, tire-disturbing 

torque as each cylinder takes 
a cycle or two to fire, with 
misfires between. This roughness 
prevents the rider from feeding 
power while at high lean angle. 
Sound familiar? This is the 
complaint that Honda MotoGP rider 
Marc Marquez has had this year 
and last – that roughness in 
his RC213V’s delivery prevents him 
from braking and accelerating as 
he normally would.
Electronic rider aids seek to 
solve these problems but cannot 
always do so. Therefore we dream 
of the compromise-free, constant, 
and easily-controlled torque of 
electric motors. If only batteries 
were more capable…
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Ducati Might 

Have A Real 

Scrambler 

I n  T h e 

Works

A new edition to the Scrambler Ducati line 

that brings real off road capability
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The Ducati Scrambler Urban Enduro

New spy shots show what appears 
to be a new edition to the 
Scrambler Ducati line, and one 
that might actually bring the dirt 
chops that the "scrambler" name 
implies.
This new model has an upside down 
fork and noticeable longer travel 
than the other models in the 
Scrambler line. The shots aren't 
great and block the lower portion 
of the wheels, but it also appears 
to have larger diameter wheels (19 
inches if we had to guess).

This prototype carries a front 
fender in the same shape of the 
Urban Enduro (pictured above), but 
has a more modern shaped tank 
and carries luggage racks both 
sides and rear. The close cropped 
license plate guard is also gone, 
this time favoring a higher rear 
fender and more traditional 

license bracket mount. 
This will keep it out of 
the way of any mud/dirt 
kicked up from the rear 
tire.
While there have been 
lots of rumors about a 
larger displacement bike 
in the works to add to 
the Scrambler line, this 
appears to use the same 
803 cc motor as the rest 
of the current crop. 
Though the bulk of that 
guess is based on the 
overall size of the bike 
and the lack of a double 

disc brake setup up front.
After spending a considerable 
am ount of tim e on the new 
Ducati Multistrada Enduro, I was 
surprised to find that Ducati's 
actually done a pretty nice job of 
making something off-road ready 
their first time out of the gate. 
Sure, it's a little different ride 
than the BMW or KTM, but it does 
the job nonetheless and is quite a 
fun ride. I say this to say that, 
while I would have initially been 
very skeptical of this new bike 
being any good due to Ducati's 
marketing team's attempt to tell 
us the regular scrambler has some 
sort of off road appropriateness, 
the Multistrada is proof that 
Ducati can do a good job.
With that in mind, I'm pretty 
excited about the idea of a bike 
that could do well enough in the 
dirt, didn't need 160 horsepower 
or have to weight 600 pounds, and 
that looked nice. Because, quite 
frankly, there'd be nothing else 
like it.
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2017 Yamaha YZ250F - 
FIRST RIDE REVIEW



An already great bike gets 
more improvements, and gets 
even better Ever since the 
introduction of the latest 
generation YZ250F, Yamaha has 
been at the front of the pack 
not only in innovation and 
technology, but performance as 
well. For the past three model 
years, the YZ250F has been the 
unanimous favorite among test 
riders for its power, handling, 
and overall ergonomics. Simply 
put, the little brother to the 
YZ450F has been a resounding 
success since its 2014 makeover, 
and with the goal of improving 
upon an already established 
platform, Yamaha didn’t reinvent 
the wheel with the 2017 model, 
but fine-tuning and refinements 
were the name of the game.
Perhaps the YZF’s strongest 
attribute is its engine. In a 
class where horsepower—and 
the way in which it’s applied—
is paramount, the engineers at 
Yamaha updated the ’17 machine 
with an effective list of engine 
refinements aimed at improving 
the already impressive power 
plant. Starting with the cylinder 
head, it received revised intake 
geometry for improved downdraft 
effect and better top-end. 
Matching this are more aggressive 
camshaft profiles, updated valve 
springs, and larger valve seats. 
Down low, the connecting rod 
and crankcases have been heat 

treated for better durability, 
while the transmission has new 
gear dogs and a revised gear 
tooth for smoother shifting 
under power. Taking a cue from 
the YZ450F, the 250F received 
the same chassis updates that 
the 450F was granted last year. 
The 250F’s engine mounts have 
been revised and a reshaped 
swingarm pivot on the frame 
helps to improve lateral rigidity. 
Complimenting these changes 
are new suspensions settings, 
increased rigidity in the fork, 
and 5mm lower footpegs.

Before we even swung a leg over 
the bike, we already had a pretty 
decent idea of what to expect. 
The YZ250F has always had great 
power, and the reverse engine, 
and also the chassis have always 
worked better on the smaller bike 
than the YZ450F, so it would 
be a solid hypothesis to assume 
that the new chassis and engine 
changes did nothing but improve 
the bike.
After our first corner, we knew 
for sure—the ’17 machine is 
a solid step forward. The most 
noticeable difference comes from 

the motor. With the targeted 
changes, Yamaha was able to 
retain the YZF’s strong low-
end hit while adding to the top-
end pull. The bike is noticeably 
faster than last year’s model, as 
the power is strong throughout 
the entire power curve.
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Complementing the improve motor, is 
the solid and predictable handling. The 
subtle changes done to the frame made 
a noticeable improvement in stabilizing 
the bike at speed, giving it a more 
planted feel over rough chop and braking 
bumps. The turning prowess of the YZF 
is equally as impressive. Unlike its big 
brother—which still turns just fine, 
but has its quirks—the YZ250F is easy 
to throw into corners without knifing 
or pushing. Furthermore, the light 
feel makes it easy to put the YZF just 
about anywhere you want in a corner 
before hitting the gas and exiting with 
authority.
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Other notable features on the bike are 
the amount of customization that’s 
available with the handlebar and bar-
clamp positions. Both allow the bike to 
fit the size or stature of just about 
any rider. The aftermarket GYTR Power 
Tuner also makes it very easy to change 
the power characteristics of the YZF 
for maximum performance on soft or 
hard-packed dirt. Yamaha makes various 
ignition curves available to the public 
via its website.
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We weren’t that surprised by the 
performance of the ’17 YZ250F. Last 
year’s bike was a homerun in just about 
every aspect, and with the targeted 
updates done to this year’s machine, 
it only served to reason that it would 
be an even better version. This year, 
Yamaha was not only able to improve the 
power, but the handling and confidence 
of the YZ250F, as well. It has been the 
case in the professional ranks for the 
past few years now, but it appears that 
for another year, it’s going to be hard 
to beat this bike.
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2016 Honda CRF1000L 
Africa Twin - ROAD 
TEST
A full test to prove whether 
or not this adventure-
touring motorcycle was worth 
the wait

Point the Africa Twin toward 
the horizon and go. Any 
horizon.
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The Africa Twin comes out swinging, and is a serious contender 
in the ADV market.

And it is. One of the first 
impressions after throwing a leg 
over the Africa Twin is that it 
feels more akin to middleweight 
ADVs like the BMW F800GS or 
Triumph Tiger 800 XCx. The bike 
has a narrow waist and positions 
the rider down in the bike 
instead of perched on top of it. 
The saddle provides good comfort 
with plenty of support but also 
nice padding for long riding 
days. In its standard position, 
seat height is 34.3 inches, but 
it can be lowered to 33.5 by 
simply sliding the saddle into 
different mounting slots. The 
tall tapered handlebar provides 
good comfort on road and is also 
well positioned for standing when 
riding off highway. The footpegs 
come with removable rubber 
inserts, which flex enough that 
when standing off road our boots 
made okay contact with the 
peg’s teeth, but we’d remove 
them in rainy or wet conditions. 
Wind protection is good but not 
excellent from the nonadjustable 
screen; there is a tiny bit of 
buffeting at times with billed 
ADV-style helmets but nothing 
too annoying.
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On the asphalt, the Honda provides good handling manners and a comfortable 
cockpit for all-day rides.

One of the strongest impressions made 
by the Africa Twin is the chassis’ 
stability, both on road and off. On-
road steering definitely requires a 
bit more effort at the bars than some 
other bikes in the class, but the 
Honda’s midcorner behavior is totally 
trustworthy. Add in an uncanny poise 
while trail braking into corners and 
you end up with a very confidence-
inspiring back-road partner. Get 
in a little hot, give the brakes a 
gentle squeeze, and the front end 
is completely unfazed by the input, 
holding its line and refusing to stand 
up or do anything unexpected.
Plush suspension offers a very 
comfortable road ride, sucking up 
imperfections easily and yet resisting 
bottoming even when hucking it off 
asphalt waterbars. For pure street 
duty, firming up the fully adjustable 
suspension damping is well worth the 
added control. Off road, a plusher 
setup was actually quite nice for 
fast fire roads that were pockmarked 
with ruts, potholes, and square-edged 
bumps. It’s here that the bike’s 
stiff front end and super-stable 
chassis are appreciated. Hitting an 
unseen obstacle in the road doesn’t 
cause the Africa Twin to get bounced 
out of shape; it just tracks along 
on your intended path. We set the 
suspension in the middle of the range 
so that it would feel good both on 
and off road.
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The Africa Twin's chassis stability gives riders of all levels 
confidence to explore.

Chassis stability benefits extend 
to the bike’s reaction to on-
throttle dirt slides (with TC 
off). The Honda smoothly hangs 
out its rear end without ever 
surprising you, allowing the 
rider to steer with the rear 
in a most effective manner. It 
isn’t as lively and quick to 
change direction as, say, KTM’s 
1190 Adventure, which is a far 
easier bike to get sideways 
and on full lock, but the 
predictability of the Honda will 
be appreciated by most riders. 
Of course, the super-tractable 
engine helps in this regard too, 
offering excellent power delivery 
from anywhere in the rev range 
without any dips or spikes in 
the torque curve.
Although the 999cc parallel 
twin didn’t punish our dyno’s 
drum with raw anger, the Africa 
Twin’s measured 82.5 hp and 67 
pound-feet of peak torque are 
delivered in a perfectly linear 
manner. From just past 2,000 
rpm, the twin makes 50 pound-
feet and stays above that 
threshold until the rev limiter 
ends the party just past 8,000 
rpm. Flick the throttle wide 

open in a tall gear below 2,000 
rpm and the engine cleanly chugs 
on up to higher revs with little 
drama. The engine’s tractable 
power combined with excellent 
fueling makes it very easy to 
ride off road and helps the rider 
to avoid abusing the light-pull 
clutch.
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Like the engine, the six-speed 
manual gearbox (DCT is an 
option, see sidebar) is tight 
and precise. Gearing was optimal 
for fire-road exploring, with 
first gear only necessary to get 
rolling or when navigating rocks 
and roots at low speeds. On road 
at cruising speed, the engine is 
smooth, its twin balancer shafts 
doing a great job of keeping 
vibes to a minimum with just a 
bit felt through the handlebar 
and footpegs.
Unlike the competition from BMW, 
Ducati, KTM, and Triumph, the 
Honda has fewer electronic rider 
aids and a far simpler interface 
than the typical huge menus 
supplied by other manufacturers. 
The four-level Honda Selectable 
Torque Control (HSTC)—traction 
control to you and me—is 
excellent. It has three levels of 
intervention and an Off setting, 
of which all four settings can 
be toggled through on the fly 
(even KTM doesn’t allow its TC 
to be adjusted on the trot) 
with your left index finger on 
a trigger on the front of the 
switch pod. On road, we left it 
in a fairly conservative setting 
as the ADV-oriented tires aren’t 
exactly gumball sticky. But 
off road, we preferred to shut 
if off completely or set to a 
minimum to keep it from cutting 
power (and therefore drive) too 
aggressively. Although for this 
test we stuck with the stock 

Dunlop Trailmax tires, a set of 
knobby ADV tires would do this 
bike wonders off road.



Another area where Honda kept it 
simple is the ABS system. Want to 
shut off ABS to the rear wheel? 
Simply hold the giant button on 
the dash for a few seconds and 
you are good to go. No navigating 
menus and clicking through double 
fail-safes. Thank you, Honda! 
Braking performance was quite 
good on road and off, with the 
twin radial-mount four-piston 
calipers and 310mm front discs 
providing short stopping distances 
on the asphalt, while the ABS 
worked quite well to help get the 
bike stopped on loose surfaces 
with no drama.
But while we certainly appreciate 
the simplicity of the Africa 
Twin’s electronics package, it's 
too bad the bike doesn't use 
ride-by-wire throttle, as that 
would allow the addition of 
cruise control, something the 
globetrotters buying this bike 
would likely find useful over long 
distances. As for other features, 
the bike is lacking heated grips, 
standard bags, power sockets, 
etc., but all of those can be 
found in the accessory catalog or 
in the aftermarket. Keeping the 
base bike simple helped Honda hit 
a very respectable price point of 
$12,999, so we aren’t about to 
ding Big Red for not loading the 
bike up. Nonetheless holding the 
throttle to cruise the highway 
from Ensenada to Anchorage seems 
unnecessary these days.

Every m anufacturer in the 
adventure-bike market works within 
the range of compromise that a 
liter-plus, long-travel, long-
distance motorcycle can present. 
Many bike makers have erred on 
the side of big, comfortable 
1,200cc-class machines with a 
lot of power and loaded with 
features. What the Africa Twin 
does is hit a very specific sweet 
spot on the ADV spectrum that, 
in a very technically proficient 
and thoughtfully restrained Honda 
manner, has a very strong focus 
on balance and providing just 
enough to result in a broadly 
capable machine that will make 
it easy and enjoyable for a 
wide spectrum of riders to truly 
venture farther off the beaten 
path—and make it back again. 
Honda has built a machine that is 
worthy of the Africa Twin name, 
done so at a sensible price, and 
built it with the refinement, fit, 
and finish that we expect from 
the company. Welcome back to 
the ADV world, Honda. We’ve been 
waiting for you to show up again!



There is perhaps nothing more 
polarizing in “motorcycling” than 
an automatic transmission. Well, 
perhaps trikes, but that’s another 
conversation. Since Honda introduced 
its Dual-Clutch Transmission (which 
really isn’t an automatic—it just 
defaults to an auto function), 
motorcyclists have been squawking 
their opinions about it.
One of the rites of passage into the 
motorcycling club has always been 
mastering the controls and becoming 
proficient with the machine, which 
is obviously a lot more of an 
acquired skill than an automobile. 
So to many, DCT has poseur written 
all over it. Also, the question is 
often raised if DCT is a solution to 
a problem that didn’t exist.
No matter your opinion, the fact is 
that DCT is a marvel of technical 
engineering and functions incredibly 
well. Is it for everyone? Not even 
close. But for those who perhaps 
want to take the “complication” 
out of riding a motorcycle, DCT 
can do just that. And the system 
has been refined a lot since its 
introduction on the VFR1200F.
What those critics have to remember 
is that like their car brethren, 
Honda’s motorcycle DCT can be 
whatever you want it to be, 
whenever you want it to be that. 
Want to cruise down to the coffee 
shop in urban traffic? Leave it in 
Auto mode and let it function like 
a scooter’s CVT. Want total control 
on road or off? Switch to Manual 
mode and Sport mapping and take the 

bull by the horns. Can’t get over 
the fact that there isn’t a foot 
shifter? Purchase the accessory from 
Honda and toe away.
When riding fire roads, the DCT 
isn’t that much unlike a manual 
trans when in manual mode. And the 
fact that you really can’t stall it 
makes it act like a Rekluse auto 
clutch. Our only complaint off road 
is the fact that you lose the clutch 
control dirt riders are so used to 
when unweighting the front for a 
root or rock. In an effort to offer 
a feeling of more direct drive off 
road, Honda has outfitted the Africa 
Twin with the G button on the dash. 
Just press this and in every mode 
it offers more direct clutch take-up 
with less “slop.” On sweeping fire 
roads and open dirt riding, it is 
actually very enjoyable to use. On 
road, there are far fewer drawbacks, 
the only real difference being the 
mode of shifting. If DCT appeals to 
you, Honda has offered the option 
for a fairly-easy-to-swallow $700 
upgrade from the manual model, 
retailing for $13,999.
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David, hi.

Writing about MOTORCYCLE DESIGN (the whole process in general and specific case study)
could be very interesting for your readers + your magazine + my design company + the brands involved. 
Like a winwinwinwin combination.

Let’s talk aboout this… Obviously, it could only be a “retrospective” article
on a product that’s already on the market, but still – something nice and fresh.

We’re now working for LIFAN, FK – Fekon, CCW, AIMA, NIU technologies, …

I’ll be in Chongqing soon, let’s have a chat (and a beer)!

 
Cheers,

Nic

Looks like I’ll be seeing you in the pub soon! 

INDUSTRY ADVICE

THE C2W TRAVEL SERVICE
BRINGING THE WORLD TO CHINA
Every year the Chinese motorcycle industry attracts more and more visitors from overseas. 

This year there will be exhibitions featuring motorcycles, motorcycle parts, motorcycle ac-

cessories and electric motorcycles in 11 different Chinese cities.

Other visitors will be visiting motorcycle factories or motorcycle parts markets in China and 

will maybe need help with communication the first time they meet.

If you are interested in going to a Chinese motorcycle exhibition have a look at our ‘expo 

page’ for detailed descriptions of China’s different 2-wheeler exhibitions.

Coming to China for the first time (or any time) can 

be a confusing process. First time visitors may not 

be acquainted with the information needed to apply 

for visas, travel within China, how to book a hotel 

room, how to find a translator and many other is-

sues. 

The C2W China travel service is there to help you 

with all these issues, if you need advice on the best 

exhibitions or factory visits to suit your needs you 

We’ll help you have a successful visit
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Riding a KTM 690 Duke 
with ShiftFX Electronic 
Shift Transmission
B r a v e  n e w  e - s h i f t 
world



BDC’s goal with the ShiftFX EST was to not adulterate anything or water down 
the riding experience. Proof? This EST-equipped 690 Duke still wheelies.

Biperformance Development Corporation (BDC) recognized a shift to automatic 
transmissions and has gone on to develop its ShiftFX Electronic Shift 
Transmission.

Motorcycling as we know it will not 
always be “motorcycling as we know 
it.” Technologies will continue to 
advance, the riding experience will 
evolve, and in the push to make 
motorcycles more accessible to a 
wider range of consumers, cutting-
edge systems will begin to change 
what it means to ride a motorcycle.
One of the technologies that will 
transform the riding experience most, 
and one that many manufacturers 
have already shown interest in or 
experimented with, is automatic 
tra n s missio n s.  Bip erform a n c e 
Developm ent Corporation (BDC) 
recognized that shift and has gone 
on to develop its ShiftFX Electronic 
Shift Transmission, which it does 
not plan on making available to 
the aftermarket world but rather 
to manufacturers for use in their 
production motorcycles.
What sets ShiftFX’s EST apart from 
current systems, like Honda’s DCT, is 
that it uses a motorcycle’s existing 
gearbox and doesn’t add, at least 
in that example, an extra clutch or 
hydraulic pump that could result in 
parasitic loads. “The only difference 
between the standard engine to one 
with EST is a custom case cover,” 
ShiftFX’s Dean Pick says.
The EST’s active clutch uses a 
technology called shape memory 
alloy to pull in a piston much like 
how you’d pull in a clutch in a 
hydraulic clutch control system. 
It’s separating the basket, and the 
company uses a variety of control 
techniques to control the amount of 
torque passing through that clutch.

A handful of pieces make this all 
possible and add only 4.4 pounds. 
These include a gearbox control 
system, which directly rotates the 
shift drum; an active clutch, which 
uses a technology called shape 
memory alloy to control the clutch; 
and transmission control unit, which 
communicates with the throttle-by-
wire system to manage things like 
rev matching. A mode switch and 
buttons—for shifting when in semi-
automatic mode—are the only pieces 
that suggest something is askew, as 
the lever for the APTC+ anti-stall 
clutch remains (and can be used).
In our time with a KTM 690 Duke 
that’d been outfitted with EST, we 
rode everything from city streets to 
canyon roads. And while that ride did 
suggest there’s still room for small 
refinements in the programming, we 
did see how EST could be a selling 
point for inexperienced riders or 
those tired of fighting a clutch in 
around-town riding; simply push a 
button to put the bike in gear, and 
in automatic mode, EST does the 
rest.
Semi-automatic mode was still better—
if not because auto mode struggled 
ever so slightly with understanding 
which gear we needed in aggressive 
riding situations, then because of 
how it gave us complete control over 
shift points.
Because there’s a clutch lever, 
you can do wheelies, which is not 
something you can say about all 
automatic transmission motorcycles. 
And shifts are still precise, which is 
nice.
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Ten Things I  Learned My First Year on a 
Motorcycle 
Life is changing

I learned to love my bike like a horse, maybe more like a mythical horse 
with say with a horn on its head, because it can be a bit dangerous, but 
beautiful and fun to ride.

Motorcyclists are really part of a family, a family of risk-takers, fun-lovers, 
and adventure-seekers.
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1. Life will never be the same
I thought getting a bike would be fun, maybe even awesome. But, 
truly, there is nothing like riding. The experience invites a sense 
of infinite possibility. No matter how trivial the destination, riding 
always feels like an adventure.

2. I learned to love my bike like a horse
Motorcycling is a scary, exhilarating experience that bonds a rider to 
their bike, like a cowboy to their horse, or Han Solo to the Millenium 
Falcon. I bought my bike thinking of it as a vehicle, but soon it was 
more like a friend. I even named my bike “Flynn” after Errol Flynn, 
the cavalier movie star. Every good bike ought to have a name.

3. Every road has a personality
Riders experience the world around them in a way drivers can’t. 
From our handlebars to the saddle, we riders feel the road under 
us. We learn to respect the subtle differences mile to mile. We learn 
where the pot holes are or when the asphalt gets smooth on the 
road home.

4. The discipline of being “Present”
Fundamentally, riding a motorcycle requires one to be present with 
one’s surroundings. You can’t ever let the adrenaline rush of a good 
ride distract you from the traffic ahead, but you also can’t let the 
stress of traffic you just rode past distract you from the road ahead. 
Being in the moment is the surest way to stay alive, and it’s also the 
only way to really soak up everything a ride has to offer.

5. Cars don’t see you (Really, they don’t.)
I was once turning onto a freeway ramp when a hybrid suddenly 
swerved into my lane. I steered out and dodged it, (thankfully), and 
then turned to look at the driver. I could see their face, and could tell 
they were totally shocked to have suddenly found me next to them. 
But, that’s just the way it is. Smart riders understand they are, for 
the most part, invisible to the average car driver and take necessary 
precautions.

6. Splitting Lanes is (sometimes) a terrible idea
Splitting lanes is a controversial subject, especially in California 
where it is not legal, but neither illegal. As a resident of Los Angeles, 
I frequently split lanes, but I have to always be sure the conditions 
are safe and that I’m feeling up to it. If you’re not the most mentally 
acute that day, or everyone around is swerving in and out of the fast 
lane, do your family a favor and stay in the lane. You’ll get there 
soon enough.
7. Splitting lanes is (sometimes) a life saver
It’s always frustrating when traffic suddenly slows down, so it’s 
sometimes simpler to just cut through it. It can also be much easier 
on your body. Straddle riding through heavy traffic is very tiring 
when done for ten, twenty, or thirty minutes at a time. If the road 
is a parking lot and it’s legal (or not illegal) to split lanes, save your 
strength and carefully cruise on.
8. You can learn to “read” the road
Riders learn to read the road like a person’s body language. By 
paying attention to the flow of traffic, and the conditions that 
influence motorists to act the way they do, a rider can develop 
a natural “sixth sense” for traffic and thus be able to handle 
themselves with grace and ease through otherwise stressful 
situations.
9. Cars slow down for (apparently) no reason. All. The. Time.
It never fails. Every day on the free way, there’s at least one moment 
when I ride up behind a cluster of about twenty to fifty cars that 
suddenly slow down to about five or ten miles below the speed limit. 
And there is no cop to be found for miles! At first I wondered if there 
was an accident or construciton ahead, and sometimes there is, 
but more often than not there’s usually nothing, and I really mean 
nothing.
I don’t get it.
10. You’re not just a rider, you’re part of a family
Every rider I meet is more than just a casual acquaintance, because 
we always have one, very personal thing in common. At heart, we are 
all risk-takers who believe life is too short to play it safe. Though you 
may only talk about sports or the weather, there is a silent but real 
bond shared among us, because we know that we share a passion 
for adventure.
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2016 KTM 1290 Super Duke GT - WHAT I’VE 
BEEN RIDING
An unsolicited and unofficial review

Few sport tourers are as comfortable at lean 
as the GT
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Courtesy of KTM
The 2016 KTM 1290 Super Duke GT Out of all of our picks for this year’s 

10 Best Motorcycles, none riled 
up readers more than our picking 
the KTM 1290 Super Duke GT as 
the best touring bike. Commenters 
whined that its  lack of things 
like a shaft drive, top box, or real 
windscreen meant it wasn’t a real 
touring bike and that it shouldn’t 
have beaten other bikes we’ve 
loved this year like the BMW K 1600 
GTL. We’d managed to get our 
hands on the first press demo unit 
and I’d yet to swing a leg over it, 
so I called dibs as soon as we’d 
finished our 10 Best presentation so 
I could spend some time on it.
"What I've Been Riding" is a new 
segment for editors who may not 
have already written about a certain 
bike to toss their personal opinions 
in. Because it's fun for us, hopefully 
interesting for you, and a great way 
to create some more discussion 
around the stuff you're asking us 
about. The bottom of the page will 
give you links to things like first ride 
reviews, comparison tests, dyno 
runs, and other content we've run 
- all of which gets the broad-based 
and objective evaluation techniques 
you've come to expect from us. If 
you're dying to check out the specs 
or have a more technical question, 
we'd suggest perusing those before 
getting upset that these "reviews" 
don't contain our normal, rigorous 
efforts.
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At home, even when you're far from home

Saturday morning, I met with a 
few buddies at Deus Ex Machina 
in Venice, California for a light 
breakfast and some coffee. From 
there, we headed up the coast for 
a bit before plunging up into the 
canyons to hit a series of roads 
I ride often when testing. Some 
are tight and bumpy, others long 
and sweeping, and few bikes are 
completely home in all of it. The GT, 
and its wonderfully stiff suspension, 
struggled quite a bit in the bumpy 
stuff, but hid its size well in anything 
tight. Switching to the street and 
comfort settings didn’t help to 
soak up road bumps much either, 
turning it more into somewhat of a 
springboard. Once we hit smoother 
and more open pavement, the big 
Duke began to shine.
We hit the coast again and made 
our way up the 1 into Oxnard, where 
we continued north to Ventura and 
the 33. Unlike Malibu, the 33 has 
almost no decreasing radius turns 
and much smoother pavement. 
The roads in Malibu were annoying 
enough that I hung back with my 
friends and didn’t push hard, but 
Ojai was a different story. Ojai was 
made for bikes like the 1290 Super 
Duke GT, and I made full use of its 
recently unleashed power and all of 
its available lean angle.
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Sean MacDonald
My body weight in burger form

Once we crossed over the hill, we 
stopped by my favorite burger spot 
for a gut bomb before continuing 
even further north on the 33 so we 
could ride the Hudson Ranch Road 
across Mount Pinos back down into 
Gorman. From there, we hopped 
onto the 5 down the grapevine and 
I rode the 100 miles home in 109 
degree heat.
The thing is, by the time I’d gotten 
home I was pretty sure I was ready 
to give the KTM 1290 Super Duke 
GT back. Let me explain.
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Courtesy of KTM
The 2016 KTM 1290 Super Duke GT The Super Duke GT really does just 

feel like a Super Duke with a few 
mods to add some range and carry 
some things, but those things don’t 
make it much of a tourer. Yes, the 
power is incredible and the fueling 
is perfect. Yes, the suspension (in 
sport) is awesome and the handling 
is unbelievable. The bike simply just 
falls into corners.
B U T,  t h e  s e a t  i s  i n c r e d i b l y 
uncomfortable (I normally love 
their hard seats), the engine cooks 
your legs (and the new tank blocks 
any cooling wind), the windscreen 
doesn’t do much (and moving it 
up or down does nothing), and the 
vibrations in the slippery pegs are 
jarring. By the time I got home, my 
butt was on fire, my neck hurt from 
wind buffeting, and my feet were 
numb from the vibrations. More 
importantly, I was dying to get off 
it.
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Don't let the bags fool you, this isn't your 
dad's touring bike.

This isn’t to say it’s a bad bike, just 
that I would so much rather buy 
a Super Duke and add some side 
bags and a windscreen than buy 
this bike. Because this bike isn’t a 
great tourer, the extra range of the 
bigger tank isn’t really necessary 
and I think the Super Duke is a 
much nicer looking bike. If your 
bike isn’t going to be great at the 
touring part, it might as well be the 
best at sport part.
I think KTM could do more or could 
give us a better sport touring bike 
than the 1290 Super Duke GT. I think 
it could a little more modified from 
the Super Duke to make it a little 
more long-distance appropriate. 
Until then, I’d buy the 1290 Super 
Adventure if I were looking for a 
sport tourer. it.
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THE C2W MOTORCYCLE PARTS FAIR
C2W enjoys a partnership with the China Motorcycle Parts Fair that can bring you all the details 

of the export partners you need to help your business grow.
The China Motorcycle Parts Fair (CMPF) is the biggest specialist motorcycle parts trade exhibi-

tion in the world with over 700 companies’ displaying millions of products twice a year. Each fair 
attracts over 40000 trade visitors to cities around China with the next fair being held in Harbin in 

April 2016. 
The CMPF features motorcycle parts for hundreds of models from around the world as well as 

accessories, lubricants and everything motorcycle related.
If you want to visit the CMPF and need help or advice contact David McMullan at english-

maninchina@gmail.com
On the following pages is a selection of the parts OEM’s and traders that exhibit at CMPF. You 
can contact them directly but if you need an introduction to them write to David at the above 

address and he will arrange it for you.

C2W, helping your business to grow
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China Motorcycle Parts Fair  
April 2016 -   In 2016 The China 

 

If you trade in motorcycle 
parts you need this fair, 

no question.  

M o t o r c y c l e  P a r t s  Fa i r  (C M P F ) 
will be held in Harbin (April) and 
Guangzhou (Oc tober).  CMPF is 
t h e  b i g g e s t  s p e c i a l i s t  m o t o r-
c ycle  par ts  show in  the  world 
a n d  f e a t u r e s  o v e r  70 0  e x h i b -
i t o r s  f r o m  c o m p a n i e s  t h a t 
produce every item on a motor-
cycle. CMPF exhibitors don’t just 
make par ts  for  Chinese motor-
cycles; there are parts for every 
c o m m o n  J a p a n e s e  m o d e l  a s 
well as some of the more high-
end brands around the world. If 
you would like to visit the parts 
fair  e ither  in  Apri l  or  Oc tober 
please contact C2W and we will 
offer you our free travel service 
to make your visit easier.
www.cimamotor.com/en

Although not motorcycle specific 
C a n t o n  f a i r  r e m a i n s  a  f i r m 
favourite for many industry visi-
tors (especially those with other 
i n d u s t r i e s  t o  r e s e a r c h) .  H e l d 
in  G uangzhou  ever y  Apr i l  and 
Oc tober  the Canton fair  show-
c a s e s  p r o d u c t s  f r o m  m a n y 
i n d u s t r i e s  i n c l u d i n g  m o t o r c y -
cles, EV, cars, generators, snow-
mobiles and other auto related 
produc t s .  A s  Canton fair  is  an 
expor t  orientated fair  i t  caters 
only for the foreign visitor mean-
ing that all the bikes on display 
are  for  e xp or t  and  many  have 
EURO and DOT COC. 
www.cantonfair.org 

Canton Fair     April 2016

How is the aftersales service in your country? Tell us

China Electric Vehicles and 
Parts Fair (EVF)    April 2016

The EVF will  run concurrently with 
the China Motorc ycle Par ts  Fair  in 
October. It is a middle sized exhibi-
tion which is growing rapidly every 
year as electric  motorc ycles,  tr ic y-
cles, scooters and new energy vehi-
cles become more popular. Its loca-
tion and date (the same as CMPF) 
has  enhan ce d  i t s  at ten dan ce  an d 
now the organisers  feel  that  they 
have enough exhibitors  to  at trac t 
foreign visitors. I feel that this expo 
is  certainly one for the future and 
will grow pretty quickly due to the 
recent growth in the interest in elec-
tric vehicles in Latin America.
www.cmaga.com

What’s your favourite motorcycle brand? Let us know

CIMAmotor has adopted an ‘ever y 
2  y e a r s ’  e ve n t  f o r m a t  m u c h  l i ke 
EUROMOT Cologne and returns in 
Ch o n g qin g  f ro m  20 th  to  23rd  of 
O c t o b e r  2 016  a t  t h e  C h o n g q i n g 
Exhibition centre. CIMAmotor is the 
biggest commuter motorcycle expo 
in the world and sees the launch 
of  many  n ew  m o d e ls  f ro m  esp e -
cially Chongqing motorcycle manu-
f a c t u r e r s .  C 2W  c a n  a r r a n g e  yo u r 
travel to this expo and also offer a 
VIP service. Also, if  you would like 
to visit  some motorcycle manufac-
turers once you are in Chongqing 
let us know and we will arrange it 
for you.
www.mopeihui.com

C h i n a  I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Motorcycle Trade Exhibition 
(CIMAmotor) October 2016    
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 offers you a selection of motorcycle parts OEM 
and distributors. For parts buying assistance contact 

David McMullan 
at englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

SHOCK 
ABSORBER

Chongqing Yaoyong Shock Absorber Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.76 lvcheng Road, Xipeng Industrial 
Garden, Jiulongpo District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86328616 •Fax: +86-23-
86328688
•Web: www.cqyaoyong.com 

Chongqing Yu'an Innovation Technology 
(Group) Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shangqiao Industrial Zone, Shaping-
ba District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-65230020 •Fax: +86-23-
65201278
•E-mail: yxb@yuanchina.com •Web:www.
yuanchina.com   

Jiangsu Mingxing Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiulong Industrial Area, Taizhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-523-86266918 •Web: jsmxjzq.
zgqpc.com

Foshan ABC Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: North of ShiXi Industry Area, XiaNan 
2nd Village, PingZhou, Nanhai District, 
Foshan City, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-757-86716801 •Fax: +86-757-
86716803
•E-mail: gdfsabc@gmail.com •Web: www.
fsabc.com

Roading International Co., Ltd.
•Add: Rm8061, Dongpeng Debao Business 
Center, No.109 Huanhua Road, Fangcun, 
Guangzhou,Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81523520 •Fax: +86-20-
81523525
•E-mail: roadingbike@163.com •Web: www.
roadingcycle.com

GuangZhou Z-Wing International Trading 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 2, GaoSha, ZhongYi Village, 
ZhongCun Street, GuangZhou, China.
•Tel: +86-20-28663886 •Fax: +86-20-
28663883
•Website: http://z-wing.en.gongchang.com

Linhai Lucheng Auto & Motorcycle Assem-
bly Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhaozhuang Road, Linhai Economy 
Developing Zone, Linhai City, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85622880 •Fax: +86-576-
85622863

•E-mail: info@cnlujian.com •Web:www.
cnlujian.com

Rui'an Feilong Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dongyang Industrial Zone, Tangxia 
Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65352555 •Fax: +86-577-
65379555
•Web: www.feilong-shock.com.cn
              
Sichuan Chuannan Absorber Group Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.149 South Fengshi Street, Qianwei 
County, Sichuan
•Tel: +86-833-4262186 •Fax: +86-833-
4262359
•Web: www.cnabsorber.cn •E-mail: web-
master@cnabsorber.cn
              
Zhejiang Mingzhen Machinery Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dunan Industry Zone, Duqiao, 
Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85589899 •Fax: +86-576-
85589567
•Web: www.qilichina.com •E-mail: sales@
qilichina.com
              
Ningbo Huaying Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Maimian Bridge, Jishigang Town, 
Yinzhou District, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-88440008 •Fax: +86-574-
88440005
              
Changzhou Sunshine Shock Absorber Fac-
tory
•Add: Luoyang Industrial Area, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-8795588 •Fax: +86-519-
8790886
•Web: www.yg-jz.com/english/index.htm 
•E-mail: zjp@yg-jz.com

Wuxi Huaheng International Trade Corpora-
tion
•Add: 16-1007, Jiefang North Road, Wuxi, 
Jiangsu.
•Tel: +86-510-82300851 •Fax: +86-510-
82300853
•Web: www.huahengmotor.com •E-mail: 
tao_motor@hotmail.com
              
Zhejiang Bosuer Motion Apparatus Co., Ltd.
•Add: Fenghuang Road, Fenghuangshan 
Industry Zone,WuyiCity, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579- 87707699 •Fax: +86-579-
87007761

Zhejiang Qiangguangjian Industrial & Com-
mercial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shibali Village, Jiangdong Town, 
Jindong District, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82823848 •Fax: +86-579-

82823050
              
GuangZhou ChuanHua Shock Absorber 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 72, Huancheng Road, Conghua, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-87919596 •Fax: +86-20-
87919596
•Web: http://chjz.en.gongchang.com
         

TYRES AND 
WHEELS
     
Qingdao Bestsale Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.467 Changjiang Road, Huishang 
Int.Mansion, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-86107985 •Fax: +86-532-
86107986
•Web: sandraliu83.en.gongchang.com
              
Cheng Shin Rubber (Xiamen) Ind., Ltd.
•Add: 15, Xibin Road, Xingli, Jimei District, 
Xiamen, Fujian
•Tel: +86-592-6211606 •Fax: +86-592-
6214649
•Web: www.xcs.com.cn •E-mail: xcsp@mail.
xcs.com.cn

Combest Int'l Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Linrui Business Mansion, Zhuhai Rd., 
Jiaonan, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-81166119 •Fax: +86-532-
85183893
•Web: www.combesttyre.com •E-mail: 
combest@126.com
              
Guangzhou Gainway Co., Ltd.
•Add: 17/F, Fuying International Building, 
No.166 Changguangzhong Road, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-83455288-882 •Fax: +86-20-
84356725
•Web: www.gainway2000.com •E-mail: 
export@gainway2000.com
          
Ideal Chemical & Hardware Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhuhai Road, Jiaonan City, Qingdao, 
Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-85182057 •Fax: +86-532-
85183257/ 86132317
•Web: www.greatire.com •E-mail: admin@
greatire.com

Wuxi Doubleflying Light Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 258, Wuxingjiayuan, Wuxi, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-85754868/85755760 •Fax: 
+86-510-85765119/85755760
•Web: doubleflyingtyre.en.gongchang.com/
product
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Sinaite Rubber Patch Cangzhou Co., Ltd.
•Add: Leitou Industrial Park, Cangzhou, 
Hebei
•Tel: +86-317-4691888 •Fax: +86-317-
4519889
•Web: www.sinaite.net •E-mail: info@sinaite.
net
              
Qingdao BESTAR Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yinzhu Industrial Park, Jiaonan, Qing-
dao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-82116773/88195663 •Fax: 
+86-532-88195663
•Web: www.chinabestar.com •E-mail: 
Jackzhang12@hotmail.com
 
             
Tianjin Pengqi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: East Side of Yanji Street, Beichen 
District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-26818597/26818598 •Fax: +86-
22-26818596
•Web: www.chinapengqi.com •E-mail: peng-
qi@chinapengqi.com
              
Zhejiang Zhouji Rubber Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: Paitou Industrial Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87057888/87051737 •Fax: 
+86-575-87052789

Anhui Light Industries International Co., Ltd.
•Add: 19 Meishan Road, Hefei, Anhui
•Tel: +86-551-2826868 •Fax: +86-551-
2826319
•Web: www.alic.com •E-mail: contactus@
alic.cn
              

PLASTICS

Binhai Moulds and Plastics Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.131-8 Huangjiao Rd, Huangyan 
District, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84275608/84201526 •Fax: 
+86-576-84201526/84275686
•Web: www.binhaichina.com •E-mail: 
sales@binhaichina.com
              
              
Changzhou Qian Fu Plastic Industry Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.19 Tongjiang Road, Xiaohe Town, 
Xinbei District, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5030219 •Fax: +86-519-
3500955
•Web: www.qianfu.com •E-mail: manager@
qianfu.com

Changzhou Yinhe Minglei Bicycle Fittings 
Factory
•Add: Jianshe West Way, Industrial Devel-
oping Zone Of Xiaohe Town, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5038429/5038982 •Fax: +86-
519-3241429

Lighting
Changzhou Jiangsu Yedi Automotive Light-
ing System Co., Ltd.
•Add: Konggang Private Industrial Park, 
Tang Village, Luoxi Town, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-83200256/83200259 •Fax: 
+86-519-83502859
•Web: www.jsyedi.com.cn •E-mail: yedi@
vip.163.com
              
Chongqing Beibei Tianli Lamp Co., Ltd.
•Add: Economic Development Zone, Tongji-
axi Town, Beibei District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68346206 68346205 •Fax: 
+86-23-68315078
•Web: www.cqtl668.com •E-mail: sales@
tianlilamp.com
              
Guangzhou Besyo Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: 1208, the twelveth floor,Xiangyun 
Building, NO.1400 Baiyun Avenue, Baiyun 
district, Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-28276982 •Fax: +86-20-
28276983

•E-mail: sales@besyoautoparts.com •Web: 
www.besyoautoparts.com

SECURITY
              
Guangzhou Tielaoda Theft-Proof Equipment 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: G Bldg, NO.9 Huaxi Road, Fangcun 
Village, Liwan District, Guangzhou, Guang-
dong
•Tel: +86-20-81508626 •Fax: +86-20-
81405057
•Web: www.tjj-china.com •E-mail: tjj@
tjj-china.com
              
Hangzhou Meka Tools Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 4, 6 Xiyuan 8th Road, Sandun 
Xihu Technology and Economic Park, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88225048 •Fax: +86-571-
88225040
•Web: http://meka.en.gongchang.com
              
LFF Security Equipment Co., Ltd.
•Add: XiaoLan Industrial Base, Xiaolan 
Town, Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22138466/22132008 •Fax: 
+86-760-22132886
•E-mail: tycho@lff.cn •Web: www.lff.cn
              
Parking Easy Cars Elctronic Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangxing Industrial Area, Xiaolan 
Town, Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22127782 •Fax: +86-760-
86160677

Zhejiang Zhengdong Vehicle Fittings Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xingfang Economic and Technological 
Development Zone, Tangxia Town, Rui'an, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-85801809 •Fax: +86-577-
85801811
•Web: www.chinazhengdong.com •E-mail: 
zd@chinazhengdong.com

VARIOUS ENGINE 
PARTS
              

Changzhou Junfeng Lantian Vehicle Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Weicun Town, New Northern District, 
Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-85711520 •Fax: +86-519-
85716520
•Web: www.ltcy.cn •E-mail: ltcy@ltcy.cn
              
Jiangmen Jusheng Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Beijiangli, Baishidacheng, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86- 750-3087333 •Fax: +86-750-
3087755
•Web: www.jmjusheng.com •E-mail: 
jusheng3087333@163.com
              
Luoyang Luojia Highland Motors Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xujiaying, High&New Development 
Zone, Luoyang, Henan
•Tel: +86-379-65111883/65111908 •Fax: 
+86-379-64937967
•Web: www.luojiamotor.com •E-mail: sales@
luojiamotor.com
              
Changzhou Wujin Huafeng Automobile 
Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.8, Yucheng Industry Zone, Qian-
huang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-513-86251888 •Fax: +86-519-
86251043

CRANKSHAFT

Wuhu Kengchang Mechanical & Electrical 

Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinqiao Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-576-82666699 •Fax: +86-576-
82665555
•Web: www.cn-kc.com •E-mail: lly@cn-kc.
com
              
Chongqing Yunyang Crankshaft Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dongjiao, Yunyang, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-55159765 •Fax: +86-23-
55159767
•Web: en.yyqz.com •E-mail: yunchuan@
yyqz.com
              
Guangzhou Liyen Science & Technology 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhonghua Moto-Parts Market, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-28946440 •Fax: +86-20-
81056391
•Web: liyen.en.alibaba.com
              
Guangzhou Vime Automotive Parts Co.,Ltd.
•Add: No.T23 Baiyun Motorcycle Market 
Zengcha Road,Guangzhou
•Tel:+86-20-81797636 •Fax:+86-20-
81795400
•E-mail: vimemoto@yahoo.cn •Web:www.
v-ime.com
              
Carburetor
Fuding Hualong Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.99 Longshan Industry Zone, Fud-
ing, Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7872688 •Fax: +86-593-
7836333
•Web: www.hlic.com.cn •E-mail: info@hlic.
com.cn
              
Fuding Mikuni Carburetor Manufacture Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.A6-802/A6-902 Fuli Bitaowan 
Luochongwei Baiyun District Guangzhou, 
Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81972896 •Fax: +86-20-
81972247
              
Fuding Wabran Locomotive Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.16 Xinghuo Industrial Park, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7871826 •Fax: +86-593-
7817689
•Web: zgf007@21cn.com •E-mail: webmas-
ter@wabron.com

Fujian Fuding Jingke Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•ADD: 71# Zhongshan North Road, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7825855 •Fax: +86-593-
7837929
•E-mail: 13799803333@139.com •Web: 
www.jkhyq.com
              
Fujian Xinjifu Enterprises Co., Ltd.
•Add: 23/F Yifa Tower, No.111, Wusi Road, 
Fuzhou, Fujian
•Tel: +86-591-
87877370/87878578/22856816 •Fax: +86-
591-87878388
•Web: http://forwholesale.en.gongchang.
com
              
Guangzhou Zhenhe Automobile Accesso-
ries & Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: 3rd Building, Huangzhou Industrial 
Zone, Chebei, Tianhe District, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-38601512/38629542 •Fax: +86-
20-38601599
•Web: www.gzsanling.com •E-mail: san-
ling@gzsanling.com
              
Nanjing Keihin Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Longhua Road, Nanjing Luhe 
Economic Development Zone, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-25-57139039 •Fax: +86-25-
57138178
•Web: www.keihin-knj.com
              
Rui'an Sunshine Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: Chenzhai Industrial Zone, Tangxia 
Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65370828 •Fax: +86-577-
65360838
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•Web: www.zjshine.com •E-mail: master@
zjshine.com

Shanghai Lingchi Motorcycle Co., Ltd. Wen-
ling Branch
•Add: First Phase of Nanquan Industrial 
Area, Taiping Street, Wenling, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-86126595 •Fax: +86-576-
86224122
•Web: www.lingchi.net •E-mail: sales@
lingchi.net
              
Alignment Metal Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: 327, NO.58, Alley 136, Shunde Road, 
Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-87655411 •Fax: +86-574-
87655422
•Web: http://metalway9485.en.gongchang.
com
              
Changzhou Xueqiang Electronic Technology 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xueyan Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-86151256/86151361 •Fax: 
+86-519-86151668
•Web: www.xq-yz.com
              
Zhejiang Yongkang Kangli Metal Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: 4th Village Industrial District, Tangx-
ian Town, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87502648 •Fax: +86-579-
87502638

Rui'an Sendfly Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.60-62, Dongfeng Road, Hantian, 
Tangxia, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65353747 •Fax: +86-577-
65373773
•Web: www.wzsx2008.cn •E-mail: 
huatai21@126.com
              
Shanghai Unison Aluminum Products Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.2058, Hu Qing Ping Highway, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-5976-1698 •Fax: +86-21-
59760338
•Web: www.unisonal.com •E-mail: info@
unisonal.com
              
Suzhou Industrial Park Tongsheng Bicycle 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Tongda Road 1875-8#, Suzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-512-66980056 •Fax: +86-512-
66960187
•Web: www.tsbicycle.net •E-mail: 
163ts_09001@vip.163.com
              
Taizhou Xinyi Motorcycle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Gongxin Road, West Industrial 
Zone, Huangyan, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84603888/84609789 •Fax: 
+86-576-84609777
•Web: www.xinyiwheel.com •E-mail: xinyi@
xinyiwheel.com

Wuxi Wanxuan Metal Product Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhenxi Industrial Zone, Xishan Distict, 
Wuxi, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-88784887 •Fax: +86-510-
88787228
•Web: www.wanxuan.cn •E-mail: wanxu-
an1@wanxuan.com
              
Yongkang Junjian Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.288 of LingShi Road Industrial 
Zone, West City, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87388787/87388788 •Fax: 
+86-579-87432824
•Web: www.junjianrim.com •E-mail: sales2@
junjianrim.com
              
Zhejiang Dawning Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Quanxi Industrial Park, Wuyi County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87960869 •Fax: +86-579-
87960809
•Web: http://dawningdoors.en.gongchang.
com

CABLES AND 

WIRES
            
  
Zhejiang Jinfei Machinery Group, Co. Ltd.
•Add: No.800 Xianhua South Street, Indus-
trial Park, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82523262 •Fax: +86-579-
82523293
•Web: www.jinfei.com.cn •E-mail: jinfei@
jinfei.cn

Cixi Jianliw Bicycle Factory
•Add: Hongxing Village, Andong Town, Cixi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63890705 •Fax: +86-574-
63890651
•Web: http://qiyangcycle.en.gongchang.
com
              
Cixi Kaiyu Control Cord Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shengshan Industry Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-635448550 •Fax: +86-574-
63549550/58974759
•E-mail: leb@chinakaiyu.com •Web: www.
chinakaiyu.com
              
DongGuan ShuangHe Control Cable Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Building 69, Sanjiang Industrial Area, 
Xinsi Village, Dongguan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-769-87060066 •Fax: +86-769-
81017595
•Web: www.dgshuanghe.com •E-mail: amy@
dgshc.com
              
Hebei Jifeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yangzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe 
County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136866 8138888 •Fax: +86-
319-8138688
•Web: www.hbjfjx.com
              
Jiangyin Jiuan Bicycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Mazhen Industrial Area, Xuxiake 
Town, Jiangyin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86522091 86520088 •Fax: 
+86-510-86526698
•Web: www.ya-controlcable.com •E-mail: 
jjb@ja-cable.com
              
Jiangyin New Century Automobile & Motor 
Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yungu Road, Changjing Town, Jiang-
yin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86304888 •Fax: +86-510-
80141038
•Web: www.chinaxsj.com •E-mail: Cheney@
chinaxsj.com
              
Jiangyin Qinengshi Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Pushi Village Changjing Town, Jiang-
yin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86338228 86338988 •Fax: 
+86-510-86335331
•Web: www.jyqns.com •E-mail: sales@jyqns.
com

Qinghe County Junsheng Auto & Motorcycle 
Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: South to the Bus Station, No.8 
Wangguanzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe 
County, Xingtai, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136073 •Fax: +86-319-
8138718
•Web: www.hbxincheng.com •E-mail:x-
incheng@hbxincheng.com
              
Rui'an Lihai Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Centou Industry Zone, Tangxia Town, 
Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65386698 •Fax: +86-577-
65372400
              
Shanghai Lonestar Cable Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Building, Yuweishi Avenue, 
Longyang Industrial Zone, Fengxian District, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-67105387 •Fax: +86-21-
67105661
•Web: www.lonestar.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing Chaoqiang Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinlonghu Industry Region, Beibei 
District, Chongqing, China

•Tel: +86-23-86032399 •Fax: +86-23-
63228190
•Web: www.bindunconrod.com •E-mail: 
export@bindunconrod.com

ELECTRONICS
Zhejiang Boer Electromechanical Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.199, Xinggong Road, Huzhen 
Town, Jinyun County, Lishui, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-578-3559765 •Fax: +86-578-
3559225
              
ZheJiang Jinlang Engine Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.259 of 2nd Ring Road, Jinqing 
Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-82899099 •Fax: +86-576-
82712887
•E-mail: jinlang@jinlang.com.cn •Web: www.
jinlang.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing yinji Motorcycle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Baiyun Motocycle Accessory Market, 
Zengcha Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-67183699 •Fax: +86-20-
67183699
•Web: www.chongqingyj.en.alibaba.com
              
Chongqing Unionstrong General Motor 
Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.14 Beiqu Road, Yuzhong District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-63541508 •Fax: +86-23-
63501639
•Web: www.unionstrong-cq.com •E-mail: 
unionstrong@hotmail.com
              
Walbro (Tianjin) Industries Co., Ltd.
•Add: Beichen Economic Development 
Area, Tianjin
•Tel: +44(0)1784 493555 •Fax: +86-022-
26970217
•Web: www.walbro.com.cn •E-mail: Peter.
H@glencoeltd.co.uk
              

China SPSUN Group
•Add: No.68, Yuhe West Road, Hangtian, 
Tanxia, Rui'an, ZheJiang
•Tel: +86-577-65351356 •Fax: +86-577-
65356586
•Web: www.cnspsun.com •E-mail: chance.
cn@163.com
              
Chongqing Sansan Electric Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: 41F, Area 2, Jupiter Science and 
Technology Building, North New District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-67032817 67889192 •Fax: +86-
23-65156129
•Web: www.sansan.cc •E-mail: ss1307@
sansanmeter.com
              
Cixi Doli Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinjie Village, Zonghan Street, CiXi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63229288 63228488 •Fax: 
+86-574-63228288
•Web: www.chinadoli.com •E-mail: sales@
chinadoli.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery & Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com
              
Cixi Zhengtong Electronics Co., Ltd.
•Add: Kandun Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-96410-583666647 •Fax: +86-
01872-66606627
•Web: www.cnzhengtong.com •E-mail: c7nl_
cezoter@abc.com.cn

CHAINS
Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: 218 Jichang Road, Hangzhou, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-571-85144947 •Fax: +86-571-
85042767
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•Web: www.dhchain.com •E-mail: export@
dhchain.com
              
Hangzhou Qianjiang Chain Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Dam Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82875104 •Fax: +86-571-
82875105
•Web: www.zjhql.com •E-mail: info@zjhql.com
              
Hangzhou Sunfun Chain Co., Ltd.
•Add: Cangqian Town, Yuhang District, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88613333 88620000 •Fax: +86-
571-88611218
•Web: www.3chain.com •E-mail: sunfun@
china.com
              
Hangzhou UniBear Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yiqiao Industrial Zone, Xiaoshan Dis-
trict, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82419238 82419778 •Fax: +86-
571-82406508
•Web: www.hzyl.com.cn •E-mail: sales@hzyl.
com.cn
              
Huzhou Shuangshi Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Industrial Area, Yangdao Bridge, Shuan-
glin Town, Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3489228 •Fax: +86-572-
3489059
•Web: www.shuangshi-chain.com •E-mail: 
export@shuangshi-chain.com
              
Huzhou Xiandeng Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangyang Industrial Zone, Shuanglin, 
Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3485121 •Fax: +86-572-3485303
•Web: www.xdzh.com •E-mail: hzxdzh@126.
com

Kalibo Holding Group
•Add: #70 Zhancheng Ave., Chengxi Develop-
ment Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87102587 87102867 •Fax: +86-
575-80708689
•Web: www.hua-gang.cn •E-mail: export@
kalibo.cn
              
Renqiu City Xingyuan Motorcycle Accessories 
Co.,Ltd
•Add:Shimenqiao Industrial Zone Renqiu 
Hebei China
•Tel:0086-317-2801653 •Fax:0086-317-
2803125
              
Cixi Meiya Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: kuangyan Industrial Zone, Kuangyan 
Town, Cixi , Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63530879 •Fax: +86-574-
63536109
•Web: www.nbmeiya.com •E-mail: meiya@
nbmeiya.com

Cixi Wang' s Automobile Parts Factory
•Add: Kuang Yan Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-63861339/63863396 •Fax: +86-
574-63863201
•Web: www.cxwsqp.com •E-mail: sales@
cxwsqp.com
              
Jiangmen Liben Auto Parts Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiangcheng Industrial Estate, Lile, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-750-2031388 •Fax: +86-750-2038833
•Web: www.liben-parts.com •E-mail: sales04@
liben-parts.com

BRAKE, CLUTCH 
PADS

Lin'an Hualong Fribition Materials Co., Ltd.
•Add: Longgang Town, Lin'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-63631188 63631277 •Fax: +86-
571-61103562
•Web: www.china-frictionmaterial.com 
•E-mail: info@hzhualong.com

              
MOMT Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: Sancun Viiiage Four Area No.97.Jiubao 
Town, Hangzhou City, China
•Tel: +86-571-86902221 86902220 •Fax: +86-
571-86902222
•Web: www.chinamomt.com •E-mail: momt@
chinamomt.com
              
Pujiang Wansai Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.3, Hengsheng Road, No.2 Area, 
Zhongshan Special Industrial Zone, Pujiang, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-84236292 84236291 •Fax: +86-
579-84236282/84236487
•Web: www.winsafe.com.cn •E-mail: zlq@
winsafe.com.cn
              
Quanzhou Qixing Braking Equipment Co., Ltd.
•Add: Bangde Industrial Area, Yongchun 
County, Fujian
•Tel: +86-595-23861456 •Fax: +86-595-
23862456
•Web: www.qzqx.cn
              
Ruian OuXing Brake Pad Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Building 1, Motor, Tangxia Town, 
Ruian, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-66002522 •Fax: +86-577-
66002511
•Web: www.zjouxing.moto188.com •E-mail: 
ouxingbp@126.com
              
Zhejiang Rong'an Machinery Co. Ltd.
•Add: Taoyuan Road 88, Jiashan County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-573-84775307 •Fax: +86-573-
84775309
•Web: www.rongan-brakes.com •E-mail: 
sales@rongan-brakes.com

Tianjin Datong Cycle Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yaoliuqiao Town, Dongli District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-84891315 •Fax: +86-22- 
84891315

PAINT
              
Chongqing Huahui Paint Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.20,Yuma Road, Chayuan Industrial 
Zone, Nan'an District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68839888 68836888 •Fax: +86-
23-68605888
•Web: www.huahuip.com

SPROCKETS
              
Chongqing Wanlijiangfa Sprocket Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinzhu Industry Zone,Banan District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86991331 •Fax: +86-23-86991326
•E-mail: wljf.tony@gmail.com •Web: www.
wanlijiangfa.com
              
Zhejiang Kejie Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Panzai Industrial Area, Hongqiao, Yue-
qing, Zhejinag
•Tel: +86-577-61310885 62321698 •Fax: +86-
577-62321887
•E-mail: zjysy998@126.com •Web: http://www.
zjysy.com
              
Wenzhou Shengshi Turn Trade Parts Made 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shenao Industrial Park, Xianyan Town, 
Ouhai, Wenzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-23-577-85308800 •Fax: +86-23-577-
85316444
•E-mail: zl@cnzhili.com •Web: http://www.
cnzhili.com

RUBBER PROD-
UCTS

Tianjin Annaichi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Industry Park, Xiqing Dis-

trict, Tianjin
•Tel: 13370319973 •Fax: +86-022-27971683
•Email: ninokay@163.com
              
Tianjin Luming Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Laojuntang, Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing 
Distict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-27356600 •Fax: +86-022-
27259900
•Email: fyd_factory@vip.163.com •Web: www.
Lmrubber.com
              
Tianjin Zhenghao Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District, Tian-
Jin
•Tel: +86-022-87999939 •Fax: +86-022-
87999939
•Web: www.zhenghaoxiangjiao.cn •Email: 
yuleihappy1974@126.com

Wantong Dragline Rubber Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: First Western Street, Wangguanzhuang 
Industrial Area, Qinghe County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136787 •Fax: +86-319-8136186
•Web: www.hb-wantong.com.cn •E-mail: wt@
hb-wantong.com
              
Tianjin Huayuan Zhengxing Rubber Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Addr: South Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District, 
Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-87981067 •Fax: +86-022-
87986767
•Web: www.zhengyuantyre.com •Email: 
zhengyuanluntai@aliyun.com
              
Tianjin Fastron Technology Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
•Web: www.jiatai-metal.com •Email: 
tert2456@163.com
              
Jurong Jiatai Cycle Product Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
Beijing Fenghuolun Motorcycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 1 Yard, Dongfeng South Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-62223456 •Fax: +86-10-64339240
•E-mail: zdy@fhlmotor.com •Web: www.fhlmo-
tor.com

FIBREGLASS 
PRODUCTS
              
Beijing Rodia Fiberglass Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: Liuminying Ecological Farm, Zhangzi-
ying Town, Daxing District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-67661431 •Fax: +86-10-
67661431-608
•Web: www.chinahelmet.com.cn •E-mail: 
rodia@chinahelmet.com.cn
              
Boda Motorsport Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.2002 Shangde International, No.8 
Kangle Street, Xinhua District, Shijiazhuang, 
Hebei
•Tel: +86-311-87879508 •Fax: +86-311-
87875568
•E-mail:info@bodamoto.com •Web: www.
bodamoto.com
              
Chongqing Xin'ou Motorcycle Fittings Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: A Zone Qijiang Industrial, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-48697777 •Fax: +86-23-
48696555
•E-mail: xo@xohelmet.com •Web: www.xohel-
met.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com www.cxjiali.cn •E-mail: 
vetor@vetor.com
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CHOGNQING ZONGSHEN GROUP I/E CORP.
ADD:CHONGQING CITY BANAN DISTRICT CHINA ZONGSHEN INDUSTRIAL PARK
TEL:+86-23-66372313,66372329,66372318,66372311,66372312
FAX:+86-23-66372328     E-mail:zsie@zongshen.cn


